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CALL FOR PAPERS
Few topics are as politically charged as “international migration”. The 56th ITH
Conference seeks to discuss the issue from a global and historical perspective. Changing
employment opportunities and income inequalities within and between countries and
regions will be its starting point. The agency of migrants and the relationship of the
political left to labour mobility will be situated and discussed within this large frame. We
are interested in analysing the connections between the mobility of capital and the
mobility of labour and the diverse responses of workers and worker organizations and
employers to these processes from the early modern period to the present day. We use a
broad definition of migration, including free and unfree labour, temporary and permanent
migrants, as well as the full variety of status classifications, ranging from sans papiers
and asylum seekers/refugees to classical migrant workers.
Over the last two centuries international wage differentials have grown enormously, and
labour markets are divided into more or less impermeable segments, with migrants often
predominating in the low-wage sectors and a few other specific segments (e.g. health
care). In the immigration countries and regions, workers in the higher-placed segments
and some sectors of the political left tend to see the low-wage sectors as a threat. They
can respond to the challenge posed by badly paid competitors in three different, but
frequently connected, ways: 1) exclusion, i.e. the attempt to block immigration; 2)
institutionalization, i.e. the confinement of low-wage workers to certain occupations and
economic activities; or 3) solidarity, i.e. the attempt to raise lower wages to higher
levels; this includes demands for global redistribution (at the expense of
capital/propertied classes and/or at the expense of the labouring classes) in order to
improve conditions in the emigration countries. In the emigration regions, the emigration
of people with low qualifications has often been promoted, while the migration of skilled
personal trained in these regions is considered more problematic. Overall, it cannot be
presupposed that an increase in labour supply automatically results in more difficult
conditions for the labour movement, while labour shortages would lead to wage increases
and improved working conditions. The first set of questions is: Under which conditions do
higher-paid workers prefer which response? Which strategies did the labour movement
pursue in the emigration and the immigration regions and how did it justify these
strategies? How do migrant workers relate and respond to these varieties?
From the perspective of migrant workers there is a second set of choices. They can aim
to pursue different plans and strategies when migrating: 1) permanent immigration of

the worker him/herself and, if possible, with his/her family; 2) commuting in a wide
range of temporal rhythms, depending on the distance between workplace and home and
on job requirements. These options, of course, overlap and the migrants´ plans and
strategies may change due to changing conditions, personal expectations and
preferences, or experiences. (Potential) migrants also develop strategies to negotiate,
sidestep or alter migration regulations; for instance, they may migrate as refugees, or
engage in cross-border marriages, when facing restrictive policies. Alternatively, potential
migrant workers can choose to focus on the improvement of their conditions at home.
They can use a variety of strategies: 1) collective struggle against the destruction of their
livelihoods and for the improvement of working conditions and higher wages; 2)
individual strategies of upward mobility; 3) demands for global redistribution (at the
expense of capital/propertied classes and/or workers in privileged countries). The second
set of questions is: Under which conditions do migrant workers aim to pursue which
strategies? How are their choices affected by the preferences and actions of their
autochthonous competitors on the labour market? How has the political left, including
organizations involving migrants, related to the agency of migrants?
Third, there are strategies pursued by employers. Wage increases in general and rising
wages in the low-wage sectors in particular may induce businesses to develop at least six
different strategies to maintain profitability: 1) the geographical relocation of production
or certain components of production (commodity chains) to regions with cheaper workers
and less regulated work; in doing so, capital may develop strategies to ensure more
advantageous regulations concerning capital movement and labour law; 2) the reduction
of the number of labourers through the transformation of labour processes; 3) a shift to
new economic branches and product lines; 4) the shift of capital from production and
trade to the finance sector (”financialization”); 5) the shift to other labour relations, e.g.
self-employment; 6) influence on migration policies and regulations in order to secure
additional influx of cheap labour. The third set of questions is: Under which conditions
does capital opt for geographical relocation or geographical re-composition? Under which
conditions does it opt for one of the other strategies? How has the political left responded
to these various strategies?
The relocation of capital and the mobility of the workforce have been closely interrelated.
Population growth and the freedom to move have often served as important preconditions for the renewed accumulation of capital. At the same time, the relocation of
capital has social consequences both for the old and the new locations, and both for
autochthonous and migrant workers. At the old locations unemployment will probably
increase. Families of unemployed workers may use several methods to cope with the job
loss, including e.g. increased subsistence activities; migrant workers may return to their
(former) homes – perhaps attracted by the relocation of capital to their home regions.
Both groups may also aim to move to more promising locations, elsewhere in the country
or abroad – thus leading to new forms of migration. The new production site will often
not only attract workers from nearby, but also from further afield. So, in various ways
capital moves may lead to workers’ moves. The fourth set of questions is: Under which
conditions does the movement of capital lead to out-migration and/or in-migration? How
have migration policies shaped these processes? In which way have processes of
migration triggered the relocation of capital?
The aim of the conference is to discuss these questions at an empirical and a conceptual
level and invites papers which duly situate their empirical case or conceptual inquiry
within the larger frame of the discussion of capital and labour on the move as

summarized in this Call for Papers. How have labour movements and/or other social
movements in both the emigration and the immigration regions discussed and
conceptualized the question of the special mobility of capital and labour? How have these
movements contributed to shaping of the interaction between the mobility of labour and
capital? What has been the role of state-operated and other migration policies in shaping
these interactions? How did the strategies of mobile workers impact on these
interactions? How can empirical case studies refine our understanding of the interaction
between the mobility of capital and of labour? Which migration and labour market
theories shed light on the – however unequal – interrelationship between (non-)moving
capital and (non-)moving workers? Contributions with transnational, (world-)regional or
global perspectives or topics are equally welcome.
SUBMISSION
Proposed papers should include:
− abstract (max. 300 words)
− biographical note (continuous text, max. 200 words)
− full address und e-mail address
The abstract of the suggested paper should contain a separate paragraph explaining how
and (if applicable) to which element(s) or question(s) of the Call for Papers the submitted
paper refers. The short CV should give information on the applicant’s contributions to the
field of labour history, broadly defined, and specify (if applicable) relevant publications.
For the purpose of information, applicants are invited to attach a copy of one of these
publications to their application.
Proposals to be sent to Charlotte Rönchen: charlotte.roenchen@ith.or.at
Note on earlier submissions for the originally planned conference date in 2020
The paper proposals the ITH had accepted for the 56th ITH Conference planned for
September 2020 before we decided to postpone the conference, are considered accepted
for new conference date in September 2021.
Note on planning for the 56th ITH Conference 2021
The 56th ITH Conference will be held on site at the AK-Bildungshaus Jägermayrhof in
Linz. Participants who will not be able to attend in person, will have the opportunity to
participate online. If circumstances so require, we are committed to hold the conference
(more) fully online.
TIME SCHEDULE
Submission of proposals: 10 January 2021
Notification of acceptance: 26 February 2021
Full papers or presentation versions: 15 August 2021
PREPARATORY GROUP
Rolf Bauer, ITH, Vienna
Josef Ehmer, University of Vienna
Simon Goeke, Münchner Stadtmuseum
Dirk Hoerder, Vienna

Marcel van der Linden, International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam
Lukas Neissl, Vienna
Susan Zimmermann, ITH, Vienna
THE ITH AND ITS MEMBERS
The ITH is one of the worldwide known forums of the history of labour and social
movements. The ITH favours research pursuing inclusive and global perspectives and
open-ended comparative thinking. Following its tradition of cooperating with
organisations of the labour movement, the ITH likewise puts emphasis on the
conveyance of research outside the academic research community itself. Currently ca.
100 member institutions and a growing number of individual members from five
continents are associated with the ITH.
Information on ITH publications in the past 50 years:
http://www.ith.or.at/publ_e/publ_online_e.htm
Online ITH membership application form:
http://www.ith.or.at/joinith/index.html

